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Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves (18)
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She's starring in a campaign for the brand's first lifestyle range 'Velour.' Drawing inspiration from retro 1970's fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and "unexpected silhouettes" in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:" This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. "The pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting - and best of all, comfortable.  "I was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you'll never want to wear anything else."  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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STUNNING actress Vanessa Hudgens is showing off her curves in a new advertising campaign for active retailer Fabletics.  She???s starring in a campaign for the brand???s first lifestyle range ???Velour.??? Drawing inspiration from retro 1970???s fashion, the 32 mix-and-match line comes in five colours complimented with soft materials and ??sunexpected silhouettes??? in a bid to redefine loungewear.  She said:??? This Velour collection is so incredible that when I put it on, my entire vibe changes. ??sThe pieces are so fun - fun to touch, fun to wear and definitely fun to style. Each look is bold, colourful, exciting ??" and best of all, comfortable.  ??sI was beyond ecstatic when Fabletics approached me about being the face of this campaign and even more excited when I saw the pieces in person. Once you feel this Velour fabric, you???ll never want to wear anything else.???  The debut collection features a mix of best-selling styles from onesies, bodysuits and biker shorts to high-waist bottoms and wide-leg jumpsuits.
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